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Borderlands of Southeast Asia: Geopolitics, Terrorism, and Globalization
2011

as an academic field in its own right the topic of border studies is experiencing a revival in university geography courses as well as in wider political commentary until
recently border studies in contemporary southeast asia appeared as an afterthought at best to the politics of interstate rivalry and national consolidation the maps set
out all agreed postcolonial lines meanwhile the physical demarcation of these boundaries lagged large slices of territory on land and at sea eluded definition or
delineation that comforting ambiguity has disappeared both evolving technologies and price levels enable rapid resource extraction in places and in volumes once scarcely
imaginable the beginning of the 21st century s second decade is witnessing an intensifying diplomacy both state to state and commercial over offshore petroleum in
particular the south china sea has moved from being a rather arcane area of conflict studies to the status of a bellwether issue along with other contested areas in the
western pacific and south asia the problem increasingly defines china s regional relationships in asia and with powers outside the region especially the united states yet
intraregional territorial differences also hobble multilateral diplomacy to counter chinese claims and daily management of borders remains burdened by a lot of
retrospective baggage the contributors to this book emphasize this mix of heritage and history as the primary leitmotif for contemporary border rivalries and dynamics
whether the region s 11 states want it or not their bordered identity is falling into ever sharper definition if only because of pressure from extraregional states this
book aims to provide new ways of looking at the reality and illusion of bordered southeast asia

The Borderlands of Southeast Asia
2011

as an academic field in its own right the topic of border studies is experiencing a revival in university geography courses as well as in wider political commentary until
recently border studies in contemporary southeast asia appeared as an afterthought at best to the politics of interstate rivalry and national consolidation the maps set
out all agreed postcolonial lines meanwhile the physical demarcation of these boundaries lagged large slices of territory on land and at sea eluded definition or
delineation that comforting ambiguity has disappeared both evolving technologies and price levels enable rapid resource extraction in places and in volumes once scarcely
imaginable the beginning of the 21st century s second decade is witnessing an intensifying diplomacy both state to state and commercial over offshore petroleum in
particular the south china sea has moved from being a rather arcane area of conflict studies to the status of a bellwether issue along with other contested areas in the
western pacific and south asia the problem increasingly defines china s regional relationships in asia and with powers outside the region especially the united states yet
intraregional territorial differences also hobble multilateral diplomacy to counter chinese claims and daily management of borders remains burdened by a lot of
retrospective baggage the contributors to this book emphasize this mix of heritage and history as the primary leitmotif for contemporary border rivalries and dynamics
whether the region s 11 states want it or not their bordered identity is falling into ever sharper definition if only because of pressure from extraregional states
chapters are organized by country to elicit a broad range of thought and approach as much as for the specific areas or nation states examined in each chapter this book
aims to provide new ways of looking at the reality and illusion of bordered southeast asia page 4 of cover

The Borderlands of Southeast Asia
2011

since the tragic events of september 11 central asia has been drawn into the intense struggle of the international community against the forces of religious extremism and
transnational crime the great powers were able to put aside their geopolitical differences in order to crush al qaeda and the taliban with the marginalization of the
taliban and the eviction of al qaeda from afghanistan however the tension between the great powers is notably increasing as is the discomfort of central asian states who
find themselves their political development and their oil reserves in the middle of a renewed great game islam oil and geopolitics is a truly international volume
including chapters written by senior scholars upcoming students in the field prominent diplomats and renowned academics from russia china the united states and the
central asian republics they collaborate to focus on three important issues that are usually and unfortunately analyzed separately islamic political issues energy
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security and geopolitical maneuvering once an obscure and little known region central asia has become an important test of america s ability to consistently promote
global liberal change of russia s true foreign policy agenda and of china s readiness to translate economic power into political influence terrorism economics and
politics all converge in this strategic region with important implications for asia and the world this significant and timely volume helps readers understand current
events in central asia and how those events affect the rest of the world contributions by kamoludin abdullaev rouben azizian gaye christoffersen elizabeth van wie davis
feng shaolei pan guang shireen hunter alisher khamidov mikhail a konarovsky najibullah lafraie murat laumulin sergey i lounev aleksei v malashenko orhon myadar manabu
shimizu thomas w simons jr robert smith sergei troush kang wu and shi yinhong

Borderlands of Southeast Asia
2007

this important book analyzes nuclear weapon and energy policies in asia a region at risk for high stakes military competition conflict and terrorism the contributors
explore the trajectory of debates over nuclear energy security and nonproliferation in key countries china india japan pakistan south korea taiwan vietnam and other
states in the association of southeast asian nations asean arguing against conventional wisdom the contributors make a convincing case that domestic variables are far
more powerful than external factors in shaping nuclear decision making the book explores what drives debates and how decisions are framed the interplay between domestic
dynamics and geopolitical calculations in the discourse where the center of gravity of debates lies in each country and what this means for regional cooperation or
competition and u s nuclear energy and nonproliferation policy in asia

Islam, Oil, and Geopolitics
2016-07-21

asia is rising and will wield greater economic and strategic weight in world affairs however asia also faces numerous challenges like poverty domestic instability
deficiencies in governance and the rule of law inter state disputes and rivalries and military build ups to name just a few the celebration of asia s rise would be
premature if it is not accompanied by lasting peace and cooperation between states and justice and prosperity at home the achievement of this happy state of affairs will
require continuation of wise and pragmatic leadership especially among the major powers this collection of essays reflects on some of the major political and security
issues in the region in recent times including the balance of power among the major powers american engagement and policies in asia india s rise the global war on
terrorism the iraq war domestic developments in some countries as well as asean s efforts to build regional peace and security

Nuclear Debates in Asia
2010

this book historically maps and examines the evolving contemporary geostrategic and geopolitical imperatives of the united states within pakistan and the south asian
region especially after september 11 2001 it offers a detailed and theoretical account of the rapidly changing context of us foreign policy towards pakistan after 2001
the history of the us pakistan relationship has been a complex and inscrutable mix of cooperation and conflict has turned even more challenging after 9 11 this book
covers the latest developments and relevant themes from world politics as it discusses the impact of the unprecedented rise in religious extremism in pakistan stemming
from the us war on terror as well as pakistan s economic vulnerability and military dictatorship india s offer to support the us in its war in afghanistan pakistan s
nuclear capability and the us administration s decision to end financial aid to pakistan the study highlights the fact that from the receding of british influence in the
region through the cold war and post cold war phases to the post 9 11 period us south asia policy has been informed by the theoretical paradigm of the grand strategy of
primacy this topical book will be useful to scholars and researchers of international relations politics political studies strategic and defence studies security and
peace studies foreign policy area studies and south asian studies it will also interest diplomats politicians policymakers security experts journalists and think tanks
interested in india pakistan and the united states on issues of international politics world affairs and terrorism
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By Design Or Accident
2020-11-11

terrorism has become the greatest evil in our worlds today it is perpetrated by fanatics who are utterly indifferent to the sanctity of human life although the
international community remains divided a universal definition of what is meant by terrorism yet it remains committed to confront it through a variety of means terrorism
draws its motivation from a clear and organized intention terrorists believe they are acting out a moral imperative on behalf of a well established organization
terrorists are not maniacs and terrorism is not an accident terrorism is carefully planned yet invisible until it strikes this is one of terrorism s most powerful aspects
neither the time nor place is predictable and the moment public fear subsides terror may erupt again geopolitics is defined as a branch of geography that promises to
explain the relationships between geographical realities and international affairs the idea that such relationships exist was noted as early as the ancient greeks
although noted at this early time it was only with the discovery of the conceptual and methodological tools of modern geography that scholars became convinced they could
examine the connections in something approaching scientific precision ideology acts as a veneer to cover real geopolitical interests and has been more than explicit in
the american drive to camouflage its interests in afghanistan and central asia under the cover of the war on terror while the american policy has been to sponsor liberal
democracy in afghanistan and keep the war ravaged country weak without allowing the state to consolidate power it did not bother to strengthen the hands of the
authoritarian rulers of central asia in the name of creating a common front against terrorism the present book is a document of that issues that is giving a new global
philosophy of terrorism to the entire world and showing the path for the return to normal life

United States and Pakistan in the 21st Century
2017-02-01

this is an important analysis of a key but little known region in the wider context of world politics central asia has huge oil and gas resources divided between five
independent states kazakhstan kyrgyzstan tajikistan turkmenistan and uzbekistan each with their own problems and interests the region is energy rich and being situated
between russia and china and close to afghanistan and other potential trouble spots it has acquired immense geo strategic importance history is seen and felt everywhere
old legacies whether they go back to genghis khan or stem from the recent soviet past have a profound effect on contemporary issues and political choices concentrating on
today s problems against a complex historical background the book draws on the author s extensive involvement with the region considerable attention is paid to central
asian islam human rights issues in the region and central asia s place in the war against terrorism

Terrorism and Geopolitics
2014-04-04

the beijing islamabad axis plays a central role in asia s geopolitics from india s rise to the prospects for a post american afghanistan from the threat of nuclear
terrorism to the continent s new map of mines ports and pipelines china is pakistan s great economic hope and its most trusted military partner pakistan is the
battleground for china s encounters with islamic militancy and the heart of its efforts to counter balance the emerging us india partnership for decades each country has
been the other s only all weather friend yet the relationship is still little understood the wildest claims about it are widely believed while many of its most dramatic
developments are hid den from the public eye this book sets out the recent history of sino pakistani ties and their ramifications for the west for india for afghanistan
and for asia as a whole it tells the stories behind some of its most sensitive aspects including beijing s support for pakistan s nuclear program china s dealings with
the taliban and the chinese military s planning for crises in pakistan it describes a relationship increasingly shaped by pakistan s internal strife and the dilemmas
china faces between the need for regional stability and the imperative for strategic competition with india and the usa
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Central Asia
2014-01-15

throughout history central asia has formed an important strategic link between the east and the west and been described as the great pivot in the early twentieth century
this book looks at the relations between the central asian states and major external powers it shows how these nations have kept the fragile geopolitics of the region
free of the so called new great game the volume evaluates the roles of major powers such as russia united states china iran and turkey as well as india and its silk road
strategy it also compares the regional geopolitics of central asia with its neighbour caucasus the study indicates how despite limited inter state cooperation the region
has prevented conflicts and wars due to which these states have been able to enjoy greater strategic autonomy in their dealings with other countries the book will benefit
scholars and researchers of international relations political and strategic studies area studies and central asian studies apart from the interested general reader

The China-Pakistan Axis
2016-03-31

this book juxtaposes vital issues of pashtun identity state formation taliban on both sides of the durand line frontier crimes regulation security prerogative and the
civil societies of pakistan and afghanistan which since 9 11 have been posited in a rather precarious geopolitics

Central Asia
2016-07-18

examines the geopolitics of west asia the region is undergoing a phase of turbulence since the outbreak of the arab spring this period has been marked by popular protests
internal conflicts civil wars military interventions and involvement of external players the regional security situation remains fragile with a new terrorist entity
challenging the existing geographical boundaries of the region

Pashtun Identity and Geopolitics in Southwest Asia
2016

western military presence wanes in afghanistan and a transformed security environment challenges borders and stability in central asia this book examines how the tensions
relating to the reorganization of external military presence interact with regional states ambitions and challenge the borders already contested by numerous dividing
lines it studies a complex political landscape across which radical islam connected with international terrorism is feared to spread as the international mission
initiated in the wake of the 9 11 attacks winds down

Geopolitical Shifts in West Asia
2016-05-23

this timely 2 volume edited collection looks at the extent and nature of global jihad focusing on the often exoticised hinterlands of jihad beyond the traditionally
viewed middle eastern centre as isis loses its footing in syria and iraq and al qaeda regroups this comprehensive account will be a key work in the on going battle to
better understand the dynamics of jihad s global reality the two volumes critically examine the various claims of connections between jihadist terrorism in the periphery
remote islamist insurgencies of the periphery and the global jihad each volume draws on experts in each of the geographies in question
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The Regional Security Puzzle around Afghanistan
2020-07-09

south asia is home to a range of extremist groups from the jihadists of pakistan to the tamil tigers of sri lanka in the popular mind extremism and terrorism are
invariably linked to ethnic and religious factors yet the dominant history of south asia is notable for tolerance and co existence despite highly plural societies deepa
ollapally examines extremist groups in kashmir afghanistan northeast india pakistan bangladesh and sri lanka to offer a fresh perspective on the causes of extremism what
accounts for its rise in societies not historically predisposed to extremism what determines the winners and losers in the identity struggles in south asia what tips the
balance between more moderate versus extremist outcomes the book argues that politics inter state and international relations often play a more important role in the rise
of extremism in south asia than religious identity poverty and state repression

Exporting Global Jihad
2008-08-21

this collection examines the various aspects of terrorism affecting the region as also the issues that form the basis for this endemic problem the failure of the state
short sighted policies neglect and indifference towards genuine political grievances

The Politics of Extremism in South Asia
2009

this book provides local perspectives on religion security history geopolitics and geostrategy in south asia and central asia in an integrated manner presenting a
holistic and updated view of the developments inside and across south and central asia it offers coherent and concise analyses by experts on the region

South Asia
2014-03-07

more than ten years after the breakup of the soviet union none of the major powers including russia has developed a cohesive geopolitical strategy for dealing with the
countries and regions that once made up the ussr even after september 11 and the sudden importance of central asia in the struggle against global terrorism the united
states continues to deal with the region in fragmented and incomplete ways thinking strategically the first volume in a series focusing on security challenges posed by
the former soviet union addresses the economic political and security interests at stake in kazakhstan for russia the us china europe and japan kazakhstan presents an
interesting case study both because of its role as a pivot point between russia and the world beyond and because of its position in central asia the contributors to this
book call it variously a buffer a meeting place a bridge a gateway and a strategic arena because of its internal problems which include great economic uncertainty despite
vast oil wealth a disintegrating infrastructure and the potential for internal instability and its geopolitical position kazakhstan and the region of central asia present
a complex set of opportunities and dangers for the major powers the authors of each chapter who come from russia the united states china the united kingdom japan and
kazakhstan address the security challenges posed by kazakhstan and central asia from the point of view of their respective countries or regions from the russian
perspective for example kazakhstan itself is central as a bulwark against instability and a close economic partner and central asia subordinate other countries tend to
view the entire central asia region strategically
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Religion and Security in South and Central Asia
2003

part 1 the sco as organization 1 michael fredholm too many plans for war too few common values another chapter in the history of the great game or the guarantor of
central asian security 3 2 pan guang the spirit of the silk road the sco and china s relations with central asia 20 3 yu bin the sco ten years after in search of its own
identity 29 4 mirzokhid rakhimov the institutional and political transformation of the sco in the context of geopolitical changes in central asia 62 part 2 the sco and
the world 5 alyson j k bailes and jóhanna m thórdisardóttir the sco and nato 85 6 zhao weiming relations between the sco and united states retrospect and prospects 118 7
yang hongxi the evolution of the u s attitude towards the sco 132 8 ingmar oldberg the importance of the sco in a russian perspective 141 9 li lifan the sco and how
chinese foreign policy works the global influence of its central asia policy 152 10 swaran singh india and the sco better late than never 162 11 anita sengupta rethinking
regional organizations turkey and the sco 176 12 yang cheng the shanghai spirit and sco mechanisms beyond geopolitics 199 part 3 the sco and central asia 13 marlene
laruelle and sebastien peyrouse friendship with moderation the central asian point of view on the sco 229 14 zhuldyz tulibayeva and aigerim sadvokassova the sco and
prospects for regional economic cooperation in central asia 253 15 liu junmei and zheng min financial cooperation among sco member states review and prospects from china
s perspective 264 16 sreemati ganguli the sco an energy alliance in the making 277 17 marianne laanatza central asia energy and trade policies from the sco s perspective
294

Thinking Strategically
2013

south asia is home to a range of extremist groups from the jihadists of pakistan to the tamil tigers of sri lanka in the popular mind extremism and terrorism are
invariably linked to ethnic and religious factors yet the dominant history of south asia is notable for tolerance and co existence despite highly plural societies deepa
ollapally examines extremist groups in kashmir afghanistan northeast india pakistan bangladesh and sri lanka to offer a fresh perspective on the causes of extremism what
accounts for its rise in societies not historically predisposed to extremism what determines the winners and losers in the identity struggles in south asia what tips the
balance between more moderate versus extremist outcomes the book argues that politics inter state and international relations often play a more important role in the rise
of extremism in south asia than religious identity poverty and state repression

The Shanghai Cooperation Organization and Eurasian Geopolitics
2014-05-14

ours is an age of great upheaval where change sometimes appears to be the only constant three of the most important forces driving such change are globalization
regionalization and democratization this substantial work makes a concerted attempt to understand these forces and to show how they impact on the vitally important
question of global security the volume brings together a wide range of scholars who hold diverse views and who collectively make a very significant contribution to
current discourses within international relations and contemporary geopolitics such is the book s breadth that it covers every region of the world addressing in turn
security problems in the usa latin america south asia south east asia europe russia and environs the middle east and africa each discourse receives substantial coverage
from economics and politics to religion religious fundamentalism and human rights challenges to global security offers one of the richest comparative volumes yet to be
published on the subject and will have strong appeal to students scholars and policymakers in the fields of international relations ethics and politics

The Politics of Extremism in South Asia
2008
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few countries have been more affected by the us led war against afghanistan than india there was initial hope that the war would stamp out the terrorism plaguing india
but this was soon belied and the afghan situation remains highly unpredictable by now american s interest has shifted elsewhere yet the military presence it has
established all around afghanistan profoundly affects the geopolitical picture in the heart of asia the powerful lure of oil and gas has begun to open up a region once
off limits to the west and new commercial and political rivalries are taking shape

Challenges to Global Security
2004

a clear eyed look at modern india s role in asia s and the broader world one of india s most distinguished foreign policy thinkers addresses the many questions facing
india as it seeks to find its way in the increasingly complex world of asian geopolitics a former indian foreign secretary and national security adviser shivshankar menon
traces india s approach to the shifting regional landscape since its independence in 1947 from its leading role in the nonaligned movement during the cold war to its
current status as a perceived counterweight to china india often has been an after thought for global leaders until they realize how much they needed it examining india s
own policy choices throughout its history menon focuses in particular on india s responses to the rise of china as well as other regional powers menon also looks to the
future and analyzes how india s policies are likely to evolve in response to current and new challenges as india grows economically and gains new stature across the globe
both its domestic preoccupations and international choices become more significant india itself will become more affected by what happens in the world around it menon
makes a powerful geopolitical case for an india increasingly and positively engaged in asia and the broader world in pursuit of a pluralistic open and inclusive world
order

The Afghan War and Its Geopolitical Implications for India
2021-04-20

with globalization fading and geopolitics on the rise this volume analyzes globalization geopolitical cycles accompanied by rising and falling economic military
hegemonies and the chinese concept of tianxia as an equivalent of the idea of hegemony along with a theory of pre emptive hegemonic decline geopolitical movements are
also discussed including state seeking movements since the 16th century kurdish struggles in turkey african terrorist groups and the russian intellectual movement called
eurasianism finally there is a discussion of the geopolitics of the anthropocene and the rise of astropolitical theory

India and Asian Geopolitics
2018-06-27

india remains integral in all the discourses on asian century eminent scholars have conceptualized and provided nuanced interpretations of india s aspirations threats and
options with regard to pakistan afghanistan russia and china in south china sea acknowledging these scholarly views but stepping beyond a set of emerging scholars from
india attempt to examine the concepts of nations national identity and war and multilateralism in this book extrapolating these concepts into current affairs they then
evaluate cpec india afghanistan pakistan and china taiwan conundrum they also critically look at the emerging challenge of private military contractors in international
security and the potentially provocative russia india china alliance using the primakov doctrine taking de dollarization as a case study the student authors were mentored
and guided in their research for their contributions during their internship with praghna centre for research and defence research and studies as part of a research
writing program spanning four months
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The Return of Geopolitics
2023-05-27

this book offers an analysis of the four central regional security themes relevant to the policy focussed discussions at the annual iiss shangri la dialogue namely the
evolving roles of the united states and china in asia pacific security responses by the us and regional states to regional security tensions particularly in the south
china sea emerging security questions relating to nuclear weapons missiles and military cyber capabilities the prospects for regional security cooperation including the
challenges for the asean centred architecture

Indo-Asian Geopolitics: Contemporary Perspectives by DRaS
2023-05-31

this book revealingly traces the ways in which third party perceptions of an international actor affect its agency in global affairs by using the example of the european
union s engagement in southeast asian non traditional security utilizing an innovative analytical framework emphasising the intersubjective nature of international
actorness it provides novel insights into cooperation between the eu and the association of southeast asian nations asean the book covers fields such as counter terrorism
disaster management or maritime security affairs and emphasises the role that asean s perceptions of the eu play in them based on rich empirical data gained from multiple
interviews in europe and southeast asia the author uncovers the missing link between external perceptions of the eu and their impact on joint eu asean endeavours in non
traditional security fields the book concludes by making some concrete recommendations to policy makers engaged in eu external relations and reminds us that the other and
its domestic context might be even more important in thinking about international affairs than acknowledged thus far this book is of key interest to scholars
practitioners and students of eu foreign policy eu asean affairs eu asia relations and more broadly of eu studies international relations regionalism and interregionalism
as well as security studies

Asia-Pacific Regional Security Assessment 2017
2020-12-29

china s need for energy has become a driving factor in contemporary world politics and a precondition for sustaining china s continuing high economic growth this book
argues that a us presence in central asia is necessary for securing the energy provision of china from the region

The EU in Southeast Asian Security
2008-11-21

while geography is not the only factor to shape human behavior its influence on terrorists motivations behaviors options and activities is a primary consideration in
understanding terrorism taking a different approach than many other books on terrorism the geography of international terrorism an introduction to spaces and places of
violent

China's Energy Geopolitics
2013-04-04

development strategies identities and conflict in asia explores the links between asian governments development strategies and the nature and dynamics of inter group
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violence analyzing variations in strategies and their impacts through broad comparative analyses as well as case studies focused on eight countries

The Geography of International Terrorism
2013-06-12

an urgently needed risk map of the many dangers that could derail asia s growth and stability since marco polo the west has waited for the asian century today the world
believes that century has arrived yet from china s slumping economy to war clouds over the south china sea and from environmental devastation to demographic crisis asia s
future is increasingly uncertain historian and geopolitical expert michael auslin argues that far from being a cohesive powerhouse asia is a fractured region threatened
by stagnation and instability here he provides a comprehensive account of the economic military political and demographic risks that bedevil half of our world arguing
that asia working with the united states has a unique opportunity to avert catastrophe but only if it acts boldly bringing together firsthand observations and decades of
research auslin s provocative reassessment of asia s future will be a must read for industry and investors as well as politicians and scholars for years to come

Development Strategies, Identities, and Conflict in Asia
2017-01-10

this book examines geopolitics in east asia focusing in particular on east asia s contentious maritime territorial disputes it examines how important factors including
territory natural resources and power relations influence state behaviour and relations between important powers including the united states china japan and south korea

The End of the Asian Century
2009-09-11

the book effectively deals with the complex nature of west asia the book explores the causes of collaboration and conflict from the complicated network of religious ties
to the long lasting effects of colonialism it examines the impact of the arab spring and the israeli palestinian conflict as well as the critical role that oil plays in
forming alliances and economies geopolitical flight presents water scarcity as a critical flashpoint along with the danger of climate change the influence of foreign
countries such as the united states russia and china is studied closely the diverse geopolitical terrain of west asia is explained in detail in this book the ultimate aim
of this book is to understand west asian geopolitics in a divers way through the lens of different authors

Geopolitics and Maritime Territorial Disputes in East Asia
2024-05-07

launched in 1991 the asian yearbook of international law is a major internationally refereed yearbook dedicated to international legal issues as seen primarily from an
asian perspective it is published under the auspices of the foundation for the development of international law in asia dila in collaboration with dila korea the
secretariat of dila in south korea when it was launched the yearbook was the first publication of its kind edited by a team of leading international law scholars from
across asia it provides a forum for the publication of articles in the field of international law and other asian international legal topics the objectives of the
yearbook are two fold first to promote research study and writing in the field of international law in asia and second to provide an intellectual platform for the
discussion and dissemination of asian views and practices on contemporary international legal issues each volume of the yearbook contains articles and shorter notes a
section on asian state practice an overview of the asian states participation in multilateral treaties and succinct analysis of recent international legal developments in
asia a bibliography that provides information on books articles notes and other materials dealing with international law in asia as well as book reviews this publication
is important for anyone working on international law and in asian studies
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Oasis of Conflict : Dynamics in West Asian Geopolitics
2017-10-17

india s core goals for southeast asia are in basic harmony with those of the united states including regional stability peaceful settlement of territorial disputes and
containment of radicalism still america should not expect india to enter any sort of alliance nor join any coalition to balance against china but should demonstrate
strategic patience and willingness to cultivate a long term relationship

Asian Yearbook of International Law, Volume 21 (2015)
2015-10-13

this original and detailed collection explores how regional actors deal with uncertainties that are inherent to the current geopolitical situation in east asia the
contributors collectively demonstrate that strategic uncertainty has become a major factor in the shaping of the security order in east asia

Look East, Cross Black Waters
2016-04-30

the environment is one of the defining issues of our times and it is closely linked to questions and dilemmas surrounding economic development southeast asia is one of
the world s most economically and demographically dynamic regions and it is also one in which a host of environmental issues raise themselves the routledge handbook of
the environment in southeast asia is a collection of 30 chapters dealing with the most significant scholarly debates in this rapidly growing field of study structured in
four main parts it gives a comprehensive regional overview of and insight into the environment in southeast asia wide ranging and balanced this handbook promotes
scholarly understanding of how environmental issues are dealt with from diverse theoretical perspectives it offers a detailed empirical understanding of the myriad
environmental problems and challenges faced in southeast asia this is the first publication of its kind in this field a helpful companion for a global audience and for
scholars of southeast asian studies from a variety of disciplines

Changing Security Dynamics in East Asia
2016-09-13

in unresolved border land and maritime disputes in southeast asia the authors shed light on unresolved and lingering territorial disputes in southeast asia and their
reflection in current inter state relations in the region applying a wider regional and comparative perspective
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